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In JavaServer Faces, developers learn  how to use the new JavaServer Faces framework to build  real-world web applications. The book contains everything  you'll need: how to construct the HTML on the front end; how  to create the user interface components that connect the  front end to your business objects; how to write a back-end  that's JSF-friendly; and how to create the deployment  descriptors that tie everything together. This book is a  complete guide to the crucial new JSF technology.
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Sams Teach Yourself TCP/IP in 24 Hours (4th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2008
In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you will uncover the inner workings of TCP/IP. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds on the previous ones, enabling you to learn the essentials of TCP/IP from the ground up.
 

Practical discussions provide...
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Android Application Development All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	A must-have pedagogical resource from an expert Java educator


	As a Linux-based operating system designed for mobile devices, the Android OS allows programs to run on all Android devices and appear free in the Android Market. Whether you're a beginner programmer eager to create mobile applications or you're...
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Welding Robots: Technology, System Issues and ApplicationSpringer, 2005
From car manufacturing to the production of niche products, welding is now one of the most widespread and successful applications of industrial robotics.
Welding Robotics: Technology, System Issues and Application is a detailed overview of robotic welding at the beginning of the twenty-first century. The last few years-worth of...
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How to Design and Write Web Pages Today (Writing Today)Greenwood Press, 2011

	This standards-based approach shows readers how to create accessible, usable, and sustainable websites.


	

	• Screenshots of different Web design approaches, practices, and user experiencesâ€•all based on work by the author


	• A brief glossary of the most common terms


	• A select,...
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Wireless and Mobile Networks SecurityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	This book provides a thorough examination and analysis of cutting-edge research and security solutions in wireless and mobile networks. It begins with coverage of the basic security concepts and fundamentals which underpin and provide the knowledge necessary for understanding and evaluating security issues, challenges, and solutions. This...
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The Art of the Start: The Time-Tested, Battle-Hardened Guide for Anyone Starting AnythingPortfolio Hardcover, 2004
What does it take to turn ideas into action? What are the elements of a perfect pitch? How   do you win the war for talent? How do you establish a brand without bucks? These are   some of the issues everyone faces when starting or revitalizing any undertaking, and Guy   Kawasaki, former marketing maven of Apple Computer, provides the answers.
...
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